
 Captain (Carrie) K’danz of the USS Bellerophon stared at herself in the mirror, pausing briefly from the 

task of putting her rank pips onto the collar of her bone-white dress uniform straight.  Her eyes were still red and 

bloodshot, and she felt tears welling in the corners once again.  Rather than give in to her emotions, K’danz took a 

deep breath, slowly releasing it. 

 “Are you okay, Carrie?” asked her husband, the half-Klingon chief engineer Dar.  He moved up beside his 

wife, placing a hand comfortingly on one shoulder. 

 “I’m okay,” K’danz replied, though she knew in her heart she was lying.  “I just…  I’m having trouble 

believing she’s gone.” 

 “I know,” Dar said gently.  “Her death has affected the entire crew.  Especially when you consider that the 

rest of us are still here only because of her.” 

 “It’s more than that,” K’danz said, turning to look at her husband.  “I knew her for such a long time!  We 

served together for years… decades even!  First aboard the Sarek, my first deep space assignment.  Later aboard the 

Dauntless.  And she came with us when we transferred here to the Belle.  She didn’t really want to leave the 

Dauntless, she was happy in her post there, if happy is the right word.  But she knew I needed her here, so she came 

with us.” 

 “What happened to her isn’t your fault, Carrie,” Dar assured as he took a moment to straighten his own 

grey-breasted dress uniform before turning his wife to face him and proceeded to attach her rank pips on the collar 

properly. 

 “I know,” K’danz admitted.  “It’s just…  Maybe if I had listened…?” 

 Momentarily at a loss for words, K’danz merely leaned into her husband’s broad chest.  She took another 

deep breath, willing away a new round of tears, before the couple was interrupted by their young adopted son. 

 “Are you okay, Mommy?” Jacob Danz asked with concern.  The young Sagion boy was dressed in a dark 

suit replicated for him just for the occasion, his hair trimmed and combed, looking almost like a little angel.  K’danz 

smiled at him as she replied. 

 “Mommy will be alright, Jacob.  I’m just sad right now.” 

 “Want to play with my train set?” the boy asked earnestly.  “That always makes me feel better.” 

 K’danz could not help smiling at the simplicity of youth.  “No, thank you, Jacob,” she replied.  “Maybe 

later on?  We all have to go to Commander T’Ashara’s memorial service now.” 

 K’danz held out her hand to Jacob, who skipped over to take hold of it.  She then looped her right arm into 

her husband’s, leaning against his shoulder before the family departed their quarters, heading to the torpedo bay on 

deck 10. 
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 “Bridge to Captain K’danz.” 

 K’danz put down the padd containing the latest mission report she was reviewing and pressed the intercom 

on her desk. 



 “Go ahead, Tom,” she said to her first officer, Commander Tom Paris. 

 “Captain, the Morain representative is aboard and en route to the bridge.” 

 “On my way.” 

 K’danz deactivated the intercom and the padd, then slipped out from behind her ready room desk.  She 

nearly tripped on several small toys Jacob had left lying around on the deck before emerging on the bridge, where 

Tom Paris, the Vulcan chief science officer Commander T’Ashara, the Efrosian chief of operations Lieutenant Xin 

Zhadesh, and her husband Dar were gathered around the science console on the opposite side of the bridge. 

 “I still have misgivings about this experiment,” T’Ashara was saying as K’danz walked over. 

 “Commander Dalepihc of the Morain High Command has assured us the calculations are correct, 

Commander,” Zhadesh assured. 

 “Problem?” K’danz asked as she joined the group. 

 Paris turned to speak to the captain, explaining, “Commander T’Ashara is worried the new Morain weapon 

will not function as advertised.” 

 “I believe they are rushing this weapon into production before all the parameters have been fully 

calculated,” T’Ashara said, looking up at the captain. 

 “The Morain have been working on this device for more than a year,” Zhadesh remarked.  “They had 

hoped to have one ready for use against the Kairn during our recent war, but we defeated the Kairn before the device 

could be completed and tested.” 

 As the group continued their discussion, the turbolift opened and a meter and a half tall squirrel-like being 

wearing an olive green jacket with military insignia on it stepped out on the bridge, followed closely by Marine 

Captain Michael C. Drake, the Belle’s security chief.  The Morain officer looked around the bridge attentively 

before seeing K’danz standing near the science console and moving across the upper deck to join her. 

 “Thank you for coming to observe our weapons test, Captain K’danz,” Commander Dalepihc said in his 

high-pitched voice as he greeted the human woman, bowing from the waist as was traditional among the Morain.  “It 

is always good to be working with our allies in the Federation.” 

 K’danz returned the bow before saying, “We were glad we could accept your High Command’s invitation 

to take part in observing your weapons test.  However, my chief science officer has some concerns about the 

function of your new weapon.” 

 “What is there to be concerned about?” Dalepihc asked.  “It is not even a lethal weapon.  Its sole purpose is 

to disable an enemy’s ship, not destroy it.” 

 “So this isn’t a bomb or mine-type weapon?” Paris asked. 

 “Far from it,” the Morain officer replied.  “The surge device merely produces a pulse akin to what you call 

an EMP, or electromagnetic pulse.  The surge is tuned specifically to the frequency of the power systems aboard 

Kairn vessels.  When the surge device is activated in the vicinity of a Kairn vessel – within a diameter of 

approximately 3,500 kilometers – the pulse it produces will fry the ship’s circuitry, rendering it incapable of 

functioning.  During time of war, the crew could survive on residual life support for several hours until rescued and 

taken prisoner, by which time they will not be in the mood to fight back.” 

 “I have looked over the specifications to the device the Morain transmitted to us, Captain,” Lt Zhadesh 

stated.  “It appears to be a functional, yet humane weapon of war.” 

 “I have looked over the specifications too, and I still have several concerns,” T’Ashara remarked.  “For 

instance, the core of the surge device.” 

 “The core uses a rare mineral we call Tesillium,” Dalepihc explained.  “When bombarded with anti-

protons, tesillium generates the surge pulse that disables the Kairn ships.  And the number of ships it can affect is 

unlimited, as long as they are within the 1,750 kilometer radius of the device.” 

 “But how can you be so sure the device’s blast radius – for want of a better term – is only 1,750 

kilometers?” T’Ashara asked.  “Nothing in the records your high command forwarded to us confirms any test of this 

capability.” 

 “That is what we are out here for, Commander,” the Morain replied. 



 “Well, Commander,” K’danz said, looking at the grey-furred alien officer.  “What happens if your 

calculations are off?  I don’t want the Belle’s circuitry fried and us stuck out here until rescue comes along.” 

 “You need not worry, Captain K’danz,” Dalepihc replied.  “As I mentioned, the surge is tuned to the power 

frequency used by the Kairn only.  Even if your vessel or one of the Morain Alliance’s ships were sitting right next 

to the surge device, it would not affect you any more negatively than the solar wind.” 

 K’danz looked at her gathered crew and asked, “Opinions?” 

 “The theory is sound.  I don’t see any problems with the proposal,” responded Dar. 

 “I have reviewed all the relevant data, and I believe it is viable,” Zhadesh replied. 

 “I say we go for it, Captain,” Paris added. 

 K’danz looked at the Vulcan woman in the console seat, her eyebrows up in an expectant expression.  

“T’Ashara?” she asked. 

 “I am still not completely convinced, Captain.  However, I will review the data once more and try to 

anticipate any complications.” 

 “Very good.”  K’danz then turned to Dalepihc and said, “We have a consensus.  Where are we going to be 

observing this test?” 

 “The test site is in orbit of the class F star Chrrkchrrk, near the edge of Morain Alliance space,” the 

squirrel-like alien replied.  He presented K’danz with a padd displaying a star map on it.  The captain looked at the 

map for a moment before turning toward the helm. 

 “Mister Hickam,” she said to the officer sitting there.  “Lay in course 100 mark 5.  Ahead warp 5.” 

 “Course plotted and laid in, Captain,” Lt Commander Walter Hickam replied.  “Accelerating to warp.  ETA 

to the… whatever the Commander called that system… two hours.” 

 A moment later, the Bellerophon’s nacelles raised into position and the starship entered warp. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Two hours later the Bellerophon entered distant orbit around the small white star the Morain called 

Chrrkchrrk, right along the edge of where Morain space met unclaimed space within the Fifth Fleet’s area of 

responsibility.  Chrrkchrrk was a lone star with no orbiting planets, only an asteroid belt orbiting nearly 153 million 

kilometers from the star’s surface and within which the Morain mined vital materials.  The system made the perfect 

test site for new weapons technology. 

 “Captain, we are being hailed by the Morain warship Ghianda,” announced Zhadesh.  “They request we 

maneuver alongside them to observe the test.” 

 On the main viewscreen, the familiar design of a Morain light cruiser could be seen, maintaining station 

keeping almost a hundred million kilometers from the star.  In the distance, nearly 5000 kilometers away, could just 

be seen a Kairn destroyer-class vessel, one of the ships captured during the war the Federation and its allies fought 

against the reptilian Kairn only six months earlier. 

 “Move us in alongside the Morain cruiser, Commander,” K’danz ordered from her seat in the command 

chair.  “Once in position, come to all stop and maintain station keeping relative to both the Morain vessel and the 

test ship.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” Hickam replied.  Several minutes later the Belle came to a stop directly alongside the 

Morain cruiser Ghianda, which was almost the same length as the Federation Intrepid-class starship. 

 “Please hail the Ghianda,” Commander Dalepihc asked from his seat to K’danz’s left, where Paris 

normally sat while on the bridge. 

 “Lieutenant Zhadesh, hail the Ghianda,” K’danz ordered.  The Efrosian operations officer complied. 

 “Ghianda, this is Commander Dalepihc aboard the Federation ship Bellerophon,” the Morain said in his 

high-pitched voice.  “We are ready to commence with the surge device test.” 

 K’danz looked over at Commander T’Ashara, who was still sitting at the science console.  “Be sure all 

sensors are recording everything that happens,” she said. 



 “Of course, Captain,” the Vulcan woman replied.  “All sensors standing by.  I am also ready to launch a 

class-5 probe to record data from a closer vantage point than we are currently located.” 

 K’danz looked over at her guest and asked, “How long before the surge device is activated?  Will we have 

enough time to get a probe in place?” 

 “It will be at least another 30 minutes of your time, Captain,” Dalepihc replied. 

 “Good.  Commander T’Ashara, launch the probe.” 

 T’Ashara acknowledged the order, then activated a control on her console.  She then turned to look at the 

Marine officer on the other side of the bridge.  “Captain Drake, the probe is loaded and ready in tube 1.  You may 

launch when ready.” 

 “Launching class-5 probe,” Drake stated.  A moment later the probe shot out of the starboard torpedo tube 

and streaked away to position itself within 500 kilometers of the captured Kairn ship. 

 “All systems normal and functioning,” T’Ashara confirmed. 

 “Very well,” K’danz acknowledged.  “Now we just wait for the show to start.” 

 Over the next several minutes, a small Morain vessel – similar in design and function to a Federation 

runabout – detached from the Ghianda and closed the distance to the Kairn ship.  Once in position, its crew carefully 

deployed the weapon being tested two thousand kilometers away from the test vessel, then cleared the vicinity, 

entering warp once it had cleared the asteroids. 

 “Five minutes to surge detonation,” Dalepihc announced, keeping an eye on a readout displayed on the 

monitor between the two command seats.  A moment later, Commander Paris emerged from the turbolift and walked 

down to the middle of the bridge, his eyes never leaving the main viewscreen. 

 “Have I missed anything,” he asked. 

 “Not yet,” K’danz replied.  “Just entering the final phase of the countdown.” 

 “What should we expect to see?  Some kind of huge explosion?” Paris asked. 

 “If everything goes according to calculations,” Dalepihc replied, “you should see a momentary flash – like 

the flash of a photographic recorder – but little else.  Some of our scientists predict the Kairn ship should display a 

discharge, what I believe you call Saint Elmo’s Fire, when the pulse hits it, but otherwise the visual display should 

be rather disappointing.”  He looked at the monitor again before saying, “One minute.” 

 Lt Zhadesh assumed the countdown, calling out every ten seconds until he reached detonation-minus ten 

seconds, at which point he counted down each second.  “Five… four… three… two… one…  It should be…” 

 A bright, brief flash in the vicinity of the Kairn ship appeared on the viewscreen.  This was followed by a 

larger, longer glow that lasted several seconds. 

 “Captain, I have data…,” T’Ashara started to say when she stopped, her right eyebrow going up.  “Captain, 

I just lost all telemetry from the probe we launched.” 

 “Captain!” Zhadesh called out before K’Danz could address T’Ashara’s concern.  “Sensors are detecting an 

expanding shock wave originating from the location of the surge device.  The Kairn ship is gone!  Impact in six 

seconds.” 

 “Mister Hickam, get us out of here!” K’danz ordered, but it was too late.  Before the helmsman could react, 

the shock wave engulfed both the Bellerophon and the Ghianda.  Plasma discharges engulfed both craft before both 

went completely dark. 

 On the bridge of the Bellerophon, everyone was engulfed in darkness until red emergency lighting and one 

or two monitors scattered across the various consoles kicked in on backup power several seconds later.  Commander 

T’Ashara, unable to perform any of her normal duties as her console remained completely inactive, simply glanced 

in the direction of the captain and said, “While I am not normally in the habit of saying I told you so…” 

 “It’s alright,” K’danz replied, hoping what she was saying was true.  “Backup systems will kick in soon.” 

 Several more seconds passed, but rather than the consoles reactivating or normal lighting being restored, an 

alarm sounded from the vicinity of the engineering console. 

 “What’s going on?” K’danz demanded to know. 

 “Radiation alarm coming from main engineering,” Paris reported after looking at the emergency readouts.  

“My God!” 



 “What??” K’danz asked with concern, moving quickly next to Paris.  “What’s wrong?” 

 “Whatever hit us in that shockwave took out almost every major system aboard the ship,” Paris responded, 

watching as more and more error messages appeared on the emergency report screen.  “All primary systems are 

down.  Many secondary systems are non-functional as well.  We have a cascade failure going on.  Main engineering 

has been flooded with Delta radiation.” 

 “What about the anti-matter containment system?” K’danz asked, concerned her starship was on the verge 

of exploding.  Before Paris could answer, Dar appeared from the entrance next to Zhadesh’s ops console. 

 “Engineering has been evacuated,” the half-Klingon reported, moving directly over to where K’danz and 

Paris were standing.  “We’re on batteries right now, though we managed to get a few of the fusion reactors re-

started.  They’re currently running basic life support, gravity, air circulation, and maintaining anti-matter 

containment.” 

 “Oh thank God,” K’danz said, one less worry on her mind. 

 “It appears the Morain vessel Ghianda is in the same situation, Captain,” Zhadesh reported.  “They are 

transmitting a distress call.” 

 “Do we have transmission capability?” 

 “Yes, Captain,” Zhadesh confirmed. 

 “Transmit a general distress call,” K’danz ordered.  “Perhaps the Dauntless or Triton is close enough to 

render us aid?” 

 “It could be days, maybe weeks before help arrives,” Paris remarked. 

 “I know, but better we get the word out now, in case the situation gets worse.” 

 As Zhadesh fulfilled the captain’s order, K’danz turned to her husband and asked, “How bad is it?” 

 “It could be worse, but not much,” Dar admitted.  “As I said, we have fusion reactors powering the very 

basics; air, gravity, maybe even food if we keep the replicators on a low setting.  We can’t do much else.  No 

impulse drive.  No warp drive.  No shields.  No weapons.  Whatever hit us momentarily interrupted all our power.  

We almost breached the core.  I had to evacuate the entire engineering space.  The room is too hot to send anyone in 

there right now.” 

 “How long will it take until you can clear out the radiation and commence repairs?” 

 “It’s going to be at least six hours.  Maybe longer.  And once we can send in engineering crews, we’re 

going to have to decontaminate the space before we can start repairs.  I think we’re going to be stuck here for at least 

24 to 48 hours.” 

 “Very well.  Keep me apprised,” K’danz ordered. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Thirty minutes later, T’Ashara had managed to restore partial power to her console, enough to reactivate 

the lateral sensor arrays and help monitor systems aboard the Belle to prevent any further system failures. 

 Fortunately she had been able to recover the sensor readings that had been recorded in the seconds prior to 

the shock wave hitting both the Bellerophon and Ghianda, and she began making comparisons to the reading prior 

to detonation and the current readings she was receiving from the degraded sensors.  What she was seeing concerned 

her. 

 “Captain,” she called out. 

 “What is it, Commander,” K’danz asked, pausing from her conversation with Dar about how they would go 

about repairing the ship once the engineers could access main engineering again. 

 “We have a bigger problem than I first believed,” T’Ashara replied. 

 Concerned, both K’danz and Dar crossed the bridge to see what the Vulcan woman was talking about. 

 “I believe the reason we were disabled when the surge device was activated was because the weapon 

malfunctioned,” T’Ashara explained.  “According to the specifications Commander Dalepihc gave us, the tesillium 

core was supposed to be bombarded with 250 milliliters of anti-protons in order to produce the surge the Morain 

were expecting at the frequency they desired.  However, according the sensor logs I have managed to retrieve, the 



core was instead bombarded with nearly 5 liters of anti-protons, more than twenty times the designed amount.  I 

believe the magnetic constrictors aboard the device failed at the moment of activation.  It caused the shockwave that 

engulfed us.” 

 “Well, that explains what happened,” K’danz said.  “But how is that a bigger problem than you first 

believed?” 

 “The excessive amount of anti-protons has initiated a chain reaction in the tesillium,” T’Ashara explained.  

“The element is breaking down.” 

 “What?!?” Commander Dalepihc exclaimed, having heard part of the conversation.  The Morain quickly 

rushed from where he was having a conversation with the Belle’s Chief of the Boat, the Tellarite Mor chim Colv  

near the master situations monitor and joined the three Bellerophon crew members around the science console.  

“Tesillium, in its unstable form, is exceedingly dangerous,” he explained. 

 “Just how dangerous?” K’danz asked, dreading the answer. 

 “Captain,” Dalepihc said, looking directly at K’danz.  “The amount of tesillium contained in the core of 

that surge device could create a subspace shockwave large enough to literally destroy the star and everything within 

300,000,000 kilometers. 

 The shock was evident on K’danz’s face as she realized the implication. 

 “We’re only 5,000 kilometers away from that surge device!” she exclaimed.  The captain then looked at 

T’Ashara and asked, “How long before it detonates?” 

 “It is hard to be exact based on the limited sensor data I am currently able to obtain, but my best estimate 

places the core’s detonation in less than two hours.” 

 “Two hours!?!”  K’danz exclaimed before looking at her husband and chief engineer.  “We need to get out 

of here now!  Is there anything you can do to gain access to main engineering?” 

 “I can try constant air replenishment,” Dar replied.  “Unfortunately, without main power, life support isn’t 

going to be able to handle constantly sucking the air out of engineering and replacing it with fresh air over and over 

and over.  Our own breathing air is going to get a little stale pretty quickly, and even then it’s going to take upwards 

of two and a half to three hours before anyone can get in there, even wearing radiation suits.” 

 “We don’t have two and a half to three hours, Dar!” K’danz remarked, her anger unintentionally showing. 

 “I know that!” Dar said back.  “We need to come up with something else.  As much as I regret suggesting 

it, this situation may require sending several members of the crew in there with the knowledge they aren’t going to 

survive.  No humanoid life-form can live for long in the amount of Delta radiation we have flooding that 

compartment!” 

 “Yet if we don’t send someone in there, we’re all going to die,” K’danz stated. 

 In the midst of the discussion, no one noticed the Vulcan science officer get out of her seat and step up to 

the upper level of the bridge.  She paused near the exit, next to Lt Zhadesh’s console, and looked back to where 

K’danz and Dar’s debate was still taking place. 

 “Correct,” Dar confirmed.  He then added, “Give me fifteen minutes to meet with my engineers.  I’ll let 

you know when we’re ready to send a team in there.” 

 A knot formed in the pit of K’danz’s stomach as she realized her husband would not let any of his crew do 

anything he himself was unwilling to do, and that Dar likely planned to lead the team that would enter the radiation 

filled engineering space to conduct repairs.  She turned to face the viewscreen, which was still deactivated, and said, 

“Do what you have to do, Dar.” 

 T’Ashara looked around the bridge for a moment, briefly remembering how originally she had not desired 

the transfer to become chief science officer aboard the Intrepid-class starship.  She briefly let the emotion of regret 

fill her thoughts before regaining control.  She then stiffened her resolve and wordlessly turned and left the bridge. 

 Meanwhile, the half-Klingon engineer nodded and started to turn away and likewise started walking toward 

the upper bridge deck before pausing and looking back at his wife.  K’danz remained staring at the blank 

viewscreen, unwilling or unable to look at him.  Silently, Dar turned away and headed off the bridge to meet with 

his engineers in a briefing room closer to the engineering space, not knowing he was only seconds behind T’Ashara. 



 Several minutes later, the Vulcan woman walked down the corridor to the double doors that were the main 

entrance to engineering.  There were more than a dozen crew members, all wearing gold-shouldered uniforms, 

milling about near the door, pacing with pent-up energy.  As she neared the group, she could hear several 

combadges activate and the chief engineer’s voice say, “Commander Dar to Williams, Mandel, Earls, and Ruhl.  

Meet me in briefing room 11-02 right away.” 

 Several of the engineers exchanged looks before one of them, whom T’Ashara recognized as Lt Ruhl, 

tapped his combadge and replied, “On our way, Commander.”  As the four engineers headed toward the nearby 

briefing room, T’Ashara approached the doors. 

 “Status?” she asked the nearest engineer. 

 “Engineering compartment is still flooded with Delta radiation, Commander,” Lt(JG) Saloniemi replied.  

“The emergency forcefields are holding, fortunately.” 

 As he spoke, the young engineer pressed a control beside the door, and the double doors swished open.  A 

faint blue glow could be seen and an occasional crackle of the forcefield could be heard around the doorframe, but 

otherwise engineering was dark, the only light coming from the corridor.  Even the warp core at the far end of the 

space was dim, having shut down when the magnetic constrictors experienced the power failure. 

 T’Ashara thanked the engineer for the update, then continued on down the corridor.  Not far away was a 

locker that contained several pieces of emergency equipment, including an anti-radiation suit stored in a small, flat 

package.  She removed the suit from its storage location and proceeded into the nearby Jefferies tube, quickly 

reaching one of the intersections where she could stand up.  She removed her duty uniform jacket, carefully folding 

it and placing it on the deck before putting on the suit she had removed from the emergency locker, including a full 

head covering.  She then proceeded through the Jefferies tube until she reached the intersection directly below where 

the entrance led into engineering. 

 “Computer,” the Vulcan woman said, her voice difficult to recognize through the face mask of the anti-rad 

suit.  “Activate forcefields in Jefferies tube intersection 12-C-3.”  A moment later she could head the familiar hum 

of the forcefield activating. 

 

* * * * 

 

 On the bridge, Lt Zhadesh reacted to an indication on his console. 

 “Captain, someone has activated the forcefields in Jefferies tube intersection 12-C-3,” the Efrosian 

reported.  “That intersection is one deck below main engineering.” 

 “Dammit, Dar!” K’danz cursed.  “You were supposed to inform me before you tried to enter engineering!”  

The captain then pounded her combadge as she said, “Bridge to Commander Dar!  What the hell do you think you’re 

doing?!?” 

 The surprised sounding voice of the half-Klingon engineer quickly responded, “I think I’m holding a 

brainstorming session in briefing room 11-02, trying to figure out how we can gain access to engineering without 

killing half the crew.  Why?” 

 Now it was K’danz’s turn to be confused. 

 “You’re not in Jefferies tube intersection 12-C-3?” 

 “No!  Why would I be in…?  Wait!  Are you trying to tell me someone is attempting to access engineering 

before we have even had a chance to lower the radiation level?” 

 “It appears so,” K’danz replied. 

 “Any idea who it is?” Dar asked. 

 “Captain, I am detecting the combadge signal of Commander T’Ashara in Jefferies tube intersection 12-C-

8,” Zhadesh reported.  “That is only five frame members away from the intersection in question.” 

 “T’Ashara?!” K’danz exclaimed, looking over at the science console and realizing for the first time it was 

unmanned.  “What does she think she’s doing?!?” 

 

* * * * 



 T’Ashara looked up at the sealed hatch above her head.  She then tapped several commands into a keypad 

next to the ladder and the sound of the forcefield hum coming from above ceased and the hatch opened. 

 Even wearing the radiation suit, T’Ashara could feel the increase in temperature.  In spite of her Vulcan 

physiology, she could feel sweat forming on her brow.  After taking a deep breath, she started up the ladder.  A 

moment later she was standing in the Jefferies tube access space near the forward end of engineering. 

 “Computer, seal and erect forcefield around the lower access hatch in the main engineering Jefferies tube 

access space,” she ordered.  Immediately, the hatch she had just climbed up through shut and the hum of the 

forcefield resumed.  She then retrieved an emergency beacon from a locker in the wall, activated the light, then 

turned to face the door into engineering and, again composing herself, stepped through the door. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “What the…?  Hey, who is that?!” Ensign Timmons, one of the other engineers standing in the corridor 

exclaimed, pointing through the forcefield at the person who just walked out of the Jefferies tube access and moved 

slowly toward the warp core and the controls around it. 

 “What is he doing?” another engineer asked. 

 As the engineers all gathered around the forcefield-sealed door, Commander Dar and his team, Ruhl, 

Williams, Earls, and Mandel came rushing around the corner, pushing through the crowd of crew members to look 

inside the door. 

 “Dammit!” Dar cursed.  He then slapped his combadge as he said, “Bridge, we’re too late.  She’s already in 

there.” 

 “Doctor Cuomo is on his way,” K’danz responded.  “See if you can talk her out of there before she gets too 

large a radiation dose!” 

 Dar leaned to the side of the door, activating the intercom located there. 

 “T’Ashara!” he called out.  “T’Ashara, you have to get out of there!” 

 T’Ashara paused for a moment from what she was doing, verifying control settings in the inactive warp 

core, and turned to face the engineering space door. 

 “I cannot, Commander Dar,” she replied.  “If I do not get the engines re-started, we are all going to die.” 

 “T’Ashara!  You’re a science officer!  Not an engineer!  You need to let someone trained on that 

equipment…” 

 “I am familiar with this engine design, Commander.  And besides, your family needs you.  Now either help 

me by confirming what I am doing is correct, or stop distracting me.”  She turned back to the controls and started 

entering commands into the system. 

 Dar exchanged a look with Ruhl, who merely shrugged his shoulders. 

 “Fine,” Dar said, resigned to helping the Vulcan woman as best he could.  “Normally what we need to do to 

re-start the core would follow a checklist and take three to five hours.” 

 “We do not have three to five hours, Commander.  I thought I made that perfectly clear on the bridge?” 

 “Yes, you did.  Which is why we need to perform a cold-start.  That should take only a few minutes, but if 

you don’t do it right, you’ll blow up the ship as easily as that Morain weapon out there is going to do.” 

 “I understand,” T’Ashara said. 

 “Go into my office and activate the engineering monitor system.  It should be one of the systems running 

on auxiliary power.” 

 T’Ashara looked over to her right, where the engineer’s office was located.  She walked in and sat down in 

the seat that faced away from the core, activating the computer system that monitored all engineering functions. 

 “Engineering monitor is active.  Readouts indicate all systems in stand-by but functional,” she reported. 

 “Good.  Now just do exactly what I tell you…” 

 

* * * * 

 



 Up on the bridge, K’danz was pacing back and forth, almost wearing a groove in the carpet. 

 “Time until the Morain surge device explodes?” 

 “If Commander T’Ashara’s calculations are correct,” Lt Zhadesh replied, “only fourteen minutes remain.” 

 K’danz paused in her pacing for a moment, looking directly at her operations officer. 

 “I can’t believe she went and did this,” the captain remarked. 

 “Actually, Captain, I find it quite easy to believe,” Zhadesh replied.  “Commander T’Ashara is a 

remarkable woman.” 

 “That she is, Lieutenant,” K’danz agreed as she resumed her pacing.  “That she is.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 At the entrance to engineering, ship’s chief medical officer Dr. Bob Cuomo was monitoring T’Ashara as 

best he could using a hand-held medical tricorder as she continued her work under the guidance of Dar.  Already 

most of the consoles and monitor screens were re-activated, and the Vulcan woman was close to starting the core 

once again. 

 “She hasn’t got much longer, Commander,” Cuomo whispered to Dar.  “She has already absorbed a great 

deal of Delta radiation.” 

 “Not much longer,” Dar implored.  He then spoke louder into the intercom once again, “Okay, we’re just 

about ready to re-start the intermix reaction.  But you need to be careful.  If this isn’t done right, you can crack the 

dilithium crystal and cause a core breach.” 

 “As if I have not been careful to this point?” T’Ashara remarked back, emerging from the chief engineer’s 

office to verify several readings on one of the console monitors across the space.  Apparently the heat of working in 

the radiation-filled space had gotten to even the stoic Vulcan.  She had removed the head and hand coverings from 

the radiation suit.  Her dark hair was matted to her scalp with sweat, and dark-green radiation burns covered her 

hands and face.  It was all Cuomo could do to prevent himself from trying to enter engineering himself to drag the 

woman out. 

 Dar tried not to concentrate on the science officer’s appearance as he continued with his instructions.  “You 

need to sit down at the core monitoring console again.  Activate the matter and anti-matter injectors simultaneously.  

If you activate the matter injector first and too much deuterium enters the core you risk a blow-back.  If you activate 

the anti-matter injector first… well, you know what will happen.” 

 “I am fully aware of the risks, Commander.  Now stand by.” 

 T’Ashara walked back over to the core monitoring console, her feet moving with a shuffling motion, before 

almost collapsing into the seat.  It took nearly all her willpower to enter the commands into the system as pain 

wracked her entire body.  She momentarily considered simply returning to her quarters and laying down to take a 

nap for a brief period before remembering she had to finish the job at hand. 

 Placing one hand each over the controls for the injectors, she paused for a moment, silently counting down 

in her head, then pressing the activation keys.  Almost immediately a slight blue glow formed within the center of 

the core, growing gradually until the light coming from the intermix chamber illuminated the entire space. 

 A smile started to spread across Dar’s lips as the glow quickly subsided and turned into the normal swirling 

effect the annihilation of matter and anti-matter created along the magnetic field that protected the core interior. 

 “Ruhl!  Go to the bridge and man the engineering console.  Take control up there!” 

 “Right away, Commander,” the other engineer acknowledged before sprinting down the corridor toward the 

most direct route to the bridge.  Dar then returned his attention to the Vulcan woman just barely visible from the 

doorway. 

 “Good job, T’Ashara.  It will take a few minutes for the plasma flow to stabilize and the EPS power taps to 

begin producing primary power, but you did it!” 

 

* * * * 

 



 K’danz was still pacing on the bridge when the first indication something had changed occurred as the 

regular bridge lighting returned.  Everyone was looking around and trying to let their eyes re-adjust to the light when 

Lt Ruhl emerged from the turbolift and almost jumped straight down to the engineering console, re-activating all the 

normal functions and taking remote control of main engineering. 

 “The mains are back on-line, Captain,” the engineer announced. 

 “What have we got?” K’danz demanded. 

 “Shields, impulse, warp drive, tractor beams…” 

 “Mister Zhadesh, lock a tractor beam on the Ghianda!” she ordered.  “Mister Hickam, as soon as the tractor 

beam is locked on, get us out of here, warp 2!” 

 “Locking tractor beam on the Morain vessel,” Zhadesh confirmed.  “Tractor beam is locked on and holding 

steady.” 

 “Now, Mister Hickam!” 

 The captain did not need to tell the helmsman twice.  Hickam’s fingers played across the helm console like 

a concert pianist, and the Bellerophon spun around and quickly entered warp, towing the Morain cruiser Ghianda 

close behind.  Less than a minute later, the Morain weapon detonated, creating a subspace shockwave not seen since 

the explosion of Praxis nearly a century earlier.  The shockwave slammed into Chrrkchrrk – where it interrupted the 

nuclear fusion and extinguished the star, leaving a cooling stellar body collapsing in on itself in its wake – one that 

could be mistaken for a large dead planet, as it simultaneously scattered the system’s asteroid belt like marbles. 

 “We are clear of the shockwave,” Zhadesh confirmed several minutes later. 

 “Helm, come to all stop,” K’danz ordered. 

 “Answering all stop,” Hickam verified. 

 As the two ships came to a halt, K’danz headed up the steps toward the turbolift. 

 “Mister Zhadesh, you have the conn,” she ordered before disappearing inside the lift. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Less than a minute later, K’danz joined the crowd standing outside of main engineering.  She could see the 

double doors were open but the forcefield was still in place.  Dar and Cuomo approached the captain as soon as they 

noticed her presence. 

 “Now that main power has been restored, we’re working on changing out the air in there to lower the 

radiation level,” Dar said.  “Only trouble is the moment she re-started the engine, the room received a whole new 

dose of Delta radiation.  It’s going to take some time.” 

 “Is there any chance she can survive?” K’danz asked, looking at her CMO.  Dr. Cuomo simply shook his 

head. 

 “She’s received a fatal dose already,” the doctor confirmed.  “To tell you the truth, I’m amazed she 

survived as long as she did.  Must be that legendary Vulcan stamina.  Anyone else would have been dead a while 

ago.” 

 “Can I speak to her?” 

 Cuomo nodded, then helped K’danz get through the crowd around the door. 

 Once beside the forcefield, K’danz was shocked by what she saw.  Sitting up against the bulkhead just 

inside the door was T’Ashara.  At first K’danz believed she was too late.  The Vulcan woman seemed to be staring 

into oblivion.  The radiation suit she had been wearing was half off, bundled around her waist, and the uniform shirt 

she was wearing was plastered to T’Ashara’s skin, damp and greenish with blood.  But to the captain’s surprise, 

T’Ashara reacted to her presence, turning her head to look at her as she knelt next to the door. 

 “I’m sorry, T’Ashara,” the captain started to say. 

 “There is nothing to be sorry for, Captain,” T’Ashara responded, her voice husky.  “What I did needed to 

be done or none of us would have survived.” 

 “I’m sorry I can do nothing to save you, like you saved all of us.” 



 “If it had not been me, it would have been your husband and other members of the engineering crew now 

dying in here.  I did not wish to see that happen.” 

 “But now you…” 

 “Captain, I did the logical thing.  After all, the needs of the many…” 

 “I know,” K’danz interrupted, unable to keep a tear from sliding down her cheek.  “…Outweigh the needs 

of the few.”  The captain took a moment to try and wipe her tears away, and she noticed what almost looked like a 

slight smile forming on T’Ashara’s lips. 

 “You were always exceedingly emotional, Captain.  I did not hold that against you.  We have worked 

together a long time, you and I, since our days together aboard the Sarek.  I have always considered you to be one of 

my friends.” 

 “Thank you.  On behalf of myself and the entire crew, thank you.  And I’m sorry.” 

 “Do not grieve,” T’Ashara implored as a fit of coughing momentarily overtook her.  “I am only taking the 

next logical step.  I will soon be exploring an entirely new dimension.” 

 K’danz, in spite of her tears, could not help smiling.  “I expect a full report when next we meet,” she said. 

 Obviously weak, T’Ashara struggled to turn her body toward K’danz and slowly lifted her right hand.  As a 

fresh set of tears poured down the captain’s face, T’Ashara’s fingers split into the familiar V-shaped gesture. 

 “Live long and prosper.” 

 K’danz moved her own hand as close to the forcefield as she dared place it, trying to think of something to 

say in return.  Instead she watched as T’Ashara’s eyes closed and she slumped back against the bulkhead.  

Wordlessly, K’danz looked up at her husband, who kneeled down next to his wife and placed his arms around her. 

 

* * * * 

 

Stardate 65982.2 

 

 K’danz, Dar, and Jacob entered the starboard torpedo bay.  Inside, most of the off duty crew were already 

lined up, all wearing their own dress uniforms.  In the center of the room, on the loading track and covered by the 

blue and white Federation flag, sat a single shiny black torpedo casing. 

 As the door swished shut behind the captain’s family, Chief Petty Officer Mor chim Colv – wearing his 

enlisted dress grays – called out, “Crew!  Atten-shun!”  Everyone present snapped to attention. 

 “At ease,” K’danz ordered as Dar led his son to one side and the captain took her place at the head of the 

loading track.  “Friends and shipmates, we are gathered here today to pay our final respects to T’Ashara.  She was 

more than simply our Chief Science Officer.  More than a department head and senior representative of this ship.  

She was also among the best examples of what it means to be a member of the Belle’s crew; selflessness, friendship, 

care and concern for others, self sacrifice.  She felt her sacrifice neither vain nor empty of meaning.” 

 In spite of herself, K’danz felt tears forming in her eyes again as she spoke.  She tried her best to get 

through her eulogy for T’Ashara without completely breaking down, citing her long service with the Vulcan woman 

and her importance to the crew.  “As we now say our farewell to her, I would like to take another opportunity to 

sincerely thank her for her supreme sacrifice, so that the rest of us might live.”  She looked down at the makeshift 

casket and said, “Thank you, T’Ashara.  You were a very special person, and a very special member of the crew.” 

 Relieved that her eulogy was over and that she would have an opportunity to step aside and allow her 

emotions to show, if briefly, she paused as Lt Zhadesh moved out of ranks and presented a padd to her. 

 “What’s this, Lieutenant?” 

 “A communiqué we received from Starfleet Command via Home Plate just a few minutes before the 

memorial service started,” the Efrosian man replied.  “I was informed you needed to read this at the service.”  

Puzzled at first, K’danz activated the padd and read the file contained on it, a fresh swell of emotion almost 

overcoming her.  She took a deep breath before addressing her crew again. 

 “Crew, attention to orders,” she announced, and the crew once again snapped to full attention.  “On behalf 

of Starfleet Command and in recognition of her years of faithful service, T’Ashara of Vulcan is posthumously 



awarded promotion to the rank of Captain – Starfleet Division, United Federation of Planets.  Signed, Penji Fil, Vice 

Admiral, Federation Fifth Fleet.” 

 Her emotions now overwhelming, K’danz stepped back and wiped at her eyes as Zhadesh and Chief Colv 

lifted the flag off the casket and began to fold it.  As they completed their work, the casket moved forward on the 

track, passing each member of the crew, before finally disappearing within the tube breech door, which closed 

behind it.  K’danz stared emotionlessly at the tube door until, several seconds later, a vibration could be felt through 

the deck as the casing was launched into the depths of deep space.  K’danz thanked the crew for their participation 

before finally dismissing them.  As most of them headed toward one of the two doorways out of the torpedo bay, 

K’danz stood and waited for her husband and son to join her, leaning heavily on Dar once he was next to her and 

finally letting her emotions take control. 

 

* * * * 

 

 In the days that followed the memorial, K’danz received messages of support and condolence from all her 

fellow commanding officers among the Fifth Fleet.  On the third day, as the morning watch ended, K’danz noticed 

her husband approach Lt Zhadesh as he was relieved of the ops console. 

 “Lieutenant,” the half-Klingon engineer said.  “Do you have time today to help me with the project I 

discussed with you?” 

 “Yes, Commander,” the Efrosian replied.  “I have obtained the required materials.” 

 “Good.  Meet me in the shuttlebay in fifteen minutes.” 

 “I will be there, Commander,” Zhadesh replied before heading toward the turbolift. 

 “What project are you doing with Lieutenant Zhadesh?” K’danz asked, pausing on her way into her ready 

room. 

 “Just something I’ve been meaning to get done for the past few days,” Dar replied nonchalantly. 

 “Something I should know about?” 

 “Nothing that should concern you, Carrie.  Not yet, anyway.” 

 “Are you sure?” 

 Dar rolled his eyes before replying, “Trust me, okay?” 

 K’danz shrugged her shoulders before nodding with a smile and watched as Dar headed for the turbolift.  “I 

wonder what he’s up to this time?” she remarked to herself before entering the ready room to finish up some 

paperwork regarding the recently completed repairs to her ship. 

 Several hours later, her attention divided between a report she was reviewing and watching Jacob play with 

his trains on the deck, the intercom interrupted K’danz. 

 “Carrie, this is Dar.  Could you come down to the shuttlebay please?” 

 “Oh, so now I can find out what your secret project is?” she replied sarcastically. 

 “Just come down here please.” 

 K’danz sighed before saying, “On my way.”  She then took her son’s hand and walked with him back out 

onto the bridge and up into the turbolift. 

 A short time later, the pair entered the main shuttlebay.  Standing near the middle of the bay was a Type-8 

shuttlecraft facing the main shuttlebay door, on stand-by in case it was needed quickly.  The captain looked around 

and saw Dar and Zhadesh standing near the nose of the only other shuttle, a Type-9 model, currently in the 

shuttlebay, parked over to one side.  A small crowd of crew members, most of them wearing the blue-shouldered 

uniform of the science division, were gathered near the nose of the shuttlecraft. 

 “Okay, what needed my attention down here?” K’danz remarked as she and Jacob approached. 

 Dar turned when he heard his wife’s voice, an embarrassed smile on his face. 

 “I hope you don’t mind, but Lieutenant Zhadesh and I took the liberty of re-naming one of our 

shuttlecraft,” the chief engineer replied. 



 “You renamed one of my shuttlecraft?” K’danz asked with an annoyed tone.  “Do you know how much 

paperwork has to be submitted, how many approvals need to be obtained, in order to officially re-name an auxiliary 

craft in Starfleet?” 

 Lt Zhadesh looked chastised as he said, “The Commander and I did not think you would object.” 

 K’danz was about to correct her operations officer’s assumption when both he and Dar stepped aside to 

reveal the freshly painted name beneath the window of the shuttlecraft; CAPTAIN T’ASHARA.  For the first time 

since the day after the memorial service, K’danz felt her control of her emotions slip again.  She stepped forward, 

running her hand along the hull beneath the newly added letters. 

 “You realize, of course, that T’Ashara would have said we were being illogical and overly emotional by 

doing this, right?” she asked. 

 “Of course,” Dar replied. 

 “But deep down inside that emotionless Vulcan exterior,” K’danz continued, “I have to believe she would 

have truly appreciated this small gesture.” 

 “I know she would have,” Dar agreed.  

 

The End 


